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Abstract
We introduce the notion of finite BRST–antiBRST transformations, both global and field-dependent, 
with a doublet λa , a = 1, 2, of anticommuting Grassmann parameters and find explicit Jacobians corre-
sponding to these changes of variables in Yang–Mills theories. It turns out that the finite transformations 
are quadratic in their parameters. At the same time, exactly as in the case of finite field-dependent BRST 
transformations for the Yang–Mills vacuum functional, special field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transfor-
mations, with sa-potential parameters λa = saΛ induced by a finite even-valued functional Λ and by the 
anticommuting generators sa of BRST–antiBRST transformations, amount to a precise change of the gauge-
fixing functional. This proves the independence of the vacuum functional under such BRST–antiBRST 
transformations. We present the form of transformation parameters that generates a change of the gauge in 
the path integral and evaluate it explicitly for connecting two arbitrary Rξ -like gauges. For arbitrary dif-
ferentiable gauges, the finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transformations are used to generalize the 
Gribov horizon functional h, given in the Landau gauge, and being an additive extension of the Yang–
Mills action by the Gribov horizon functional in the Gribov–Zwanziger model. This generalization is 
achieved in a manner consistent with the study of gauge independence. We also discuss an extension of 
finite BRST–antiBRST transformations to the case of general gauge theories and present an ansatz for such 
transformations.
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1. Introduction
Contemporary quantization methods for gauge theories [1–4] are based primarily on the spe-
cial supersymmetries known as BRST symmetry [5–7] and BRST–antiBRST symmetry [8–11]. 
They are characterized by the presence of a Grassmann-odd parameter μ and two Grassmann-odd 
parameters (μ, μ¯), respectively. In the framework of the Sp(2)-covariant schemes of general-
ized Hamiltonian [12,13] and Lagrangian [15,16] quantization (see also [14,18]), the parameters 
(μ, μ¯) ≡ (μ1, μ2) = μa form an Sp(2)-doublet. These infinitesimal odd-valued parameters may 
be regarded as constants and thus used to derive the Ward identities. They may also be chosen 
as field-dependent functionals and thus used to establish the gauge-independence of the corre-
sponding vacuum functional in the path integral approach.
BRST transformations with a finite field-dependent parameter in Yang–Mills theories, whose 
quantum action is constructed by the Faddeev–Popov rules [19], were first introduced in [20] by 
means of a functional equation for the parameter in question, and used to provide the path inte-
gral with such a change of variables that would allow one to relate the quantum action in a certain 
gauge with the one given in a different gauge; see also [21]. This equation, as well as a similar 
equation [22] for the finite parameter of a field-dependent BRST transformation in the general-
ized Hamiltonian formalism, has not been solved in the general setting of the problem. Namely, 
the corresponding equation (4.13) in [20], or Eq. (3.6) in [22], for the Jacobian J of a change of 
variables given by infinitesimal field-dependent BRST transformations with an odd-valued func-
tional1 Θ ′(φ(κ)) allows one to express an additional contribution S1 to the quantum action in 
terms of Θ(φ(0)), but has not been solved neither in the form S1 = S1(Θ(φ(0))), for an unknown 
quantity S1, nor in the form S1 = S1(Θ(φ(0))), for an unknown quantity Θ(φ(0)). Instead, a se-
ries of particular cases having the form of an ansatz for the functional S1 have been examined, 
and a solution of the above-mentioned equation was found without any explicit calculation of the 
Jacobian for the change of variables induced by finite field-dependent BRST transformations.2
On the other hand, there emerges the problem of establishing a relation of the Faddeev–Popov 
action in a certain gauge with the action in a different gauge, by using a change of variables 
induced by a finite field-dependent BRST transformation. This problem was solved for the first 
time in the case of linear and quadratic gauges in [20] and for the class of general gauges in 
[23], thereby providing an exact relation between a finite parameter and a finite variation of the 
gauge-fixing condition in terms of the gauge Fermion. There it was established that the Jacobian 
of any finite field-dependent BRST transformation reproduces BRST-exact terms, which can be 
entirely absorbed into the gauge-fixed part the of BRST-invariant Faddeev–Popov action, corre-
sponding to a certain change of the gauge ψ , so that the vacuum functional Zψ+ψ , resulting 
from the above change of variables, coincides with the initial vacuum functional Zψ and should 
be regarded as a vacuum functional with the same BRST-exact classical (renormalized) action, 
1 Θ ′(φ(κ)) depends on a numerical parameter, κ , so that the finite field-dependent BRST transformations with the 
odd-valued functional Θ(φ(0)) are obtained from Θ ′(φ(κ)) by Θ(φ(0)) = ∫ 10 Θ ′(φ(κ))dk.
2 The property of gauge independence for the vacuum functional in the Yang–Mills theory with an action constructed 
by the Faddeev–Popov recipe [19], or with an action constructed by the Batalin–Vilkovisky (BV) procedure [30], uses 
an explicit form of the above Jacobian.
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particular, this implies the conservation of the number of physical degrees of freedom in a given 
Yang–Mills theory with respect to finite field-dependent BRST transformations. This means the 
impossibility of relating the Yang–Mills theory to a theory whose action may contain, in addition 
to the Faddeev–Popov action, some BRST non-invariant terms (such as the Gribov horizon func-
tional in the Gribov–Zwanziger theory [34], having additional degrees of freedom as compared 
to the Yang–Mills theory) in the same configuration space.3
The solution of a similar problem for arbitrary dynamical systems with first-class constraints 
in the generalized Hamiltonian formalism [7,27,28] has been recently proposed in [29]. For 
general gauge theories, which may possess a reducible gauge symmetry and/or an open gauge al-
gebra, an exact Jacobian corresponding to a change of variables given by field-dependent BRST 
transformations in the path integral constructed according to the Batalin–Vilkovisky (BV) pro-
cedure [30] was obtained in [31] and shown to be identical with the Jacobian of the Yang–Mills 
theory. The study of [31] extends the results of [23] to first-rank theories with a closed algebra and 
solves the problem of gauge-independence for gauge theories with the so-called soft breaking of 
BRST symmetry. This problem was raised in [32] to study the problem of Gribov copies [33] by 
using various gauges in the Gribov–Zwanziger approach [34]; for recent progress, see [35–39].
On the other hand, there emerges the problem of finding a correspondence of the quantum 
action in the BRST–antiBRST invariant Lagrangian quantization [15–17], where gauge is intro-
duced by a Bosonic gauge-fixing functional, F , with the quantum action of the same theory in 
a different gauge, F +F , for a finite value F , by using a change of variables in the vacuum 
functional. This problem has not been solved even in theories of Yang–Mills type. Note that 
finite field-dependent antiBRST transformations in Yang–Mills theories were considered in [25]
in the same way as in the case of BRST transformations [20], so as to relate the antiBRST in-
variant quantum action of a Yang–Mills theory in different gauges by using an ansatz for a term 
introduced to the quantum action in order to satisfy an infinitesimal functional equation for the 
transformation parameter. The study of [26] proposed finite two-parametric BRST–antiBRST 
transformations (“mixed”, by the terminology [26]): “δmφ = ←−s aΘ1 + ←−s abΘ2” in (3.7), including 
field-dependent ones, which form a Lie superalgebra; however, without any parameters, constant 
and/or field-dependent, being quadratic in Θ1, Θ2 (allowing one to consider BRST–antiBRST 
transformations as group transformations), which prohibits the complete BRST–antiBRST in-
variance of the quantum action in Yang–Mills theories and similarly in more general gauge 
theories. Therefore, this leads immediately to the problem of finding a solution for the above 
functional equation, since the latter does not “feel” the finite polynomial character of the pa-
rameters Θ1 · Θ2, and therefore prohibits the gauge independence of the vacuum functional 
under finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transformations even for functionally-dependent 
parameters (see footnote 6).
A similar problem in the Sp(2)-covariant generalized Hamiltonian formalism [12,13] re-
mains unsolved4 as well. We expect that the solution of these problems in the Lagrangian and 
Hamiltonian quantization schemes for gauge theories should be based on the concept of finite 
BRST–antiBRST transformations with an Sp(2)-doublet of Grassmann-odd parameters μa(φ)
3 Instead of a local Gribov–Zwanziger horizon functional Sγ in (3.3), there exists a relation [24] by finite field-
dependent BRST transformations to a BRST-invariant model with the functional Σγ in (3.6), being a Yang–Mills theory 
defined in an appropriate configuration space.
4 For the recent progress achieved in this area since the appearance of the present work in arXiv, see footnote 11 in 
Discussion.
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by using different gauges in a way consistent with the gauge-independence of the path integral, 
based on the Gribov–Zwanziger prescription [34] and starting from the BRST–antiBRST invari-
ant Yang–Mills quantum action in the Landau gauge.
Motivated by these reasons, we intend to address the following issues, paying our attention 
primarily to the Yang–Mills theory in Lagrangian formalism:
1. introduction of finite BRST–antiBRST transformations, being polynomial in powers of a con-
stant Sp(2)-doublet of Grassmann-odd parameters λa and leaving the quantum action of the 
Yang–Mills theory invariant to all orders in λa;
2. definition of finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transformations, being polynomial in 
powers of an Sp(2)-doublet of Grassmann-odd functionals λa(φ) depending on the classical 
Yang–Mills fields, the ghost–antighost fields, and the Nakanishi–Lautrup fields; calculation 
of the Jacobian related to a change of variables by using a special class of such transforma-
tions with sa-potential parameters λa(φ) = saΛ(φ) for a Grassmann-even functional Λ(φ)
and Grassmann-odd generators sa of BRST–antiBRST transformations;
3. solution of the so-called compensation equation for an unknown functional Λ generating 
the Sp(2)-doublet λa with the purpose of establishing a relation of the Yang–Mills quantum 
action SF in a gauge determined by a gauge Boson F with the quantum action SF+F in a 
different gauge F +F ;
4. explicit construction of the parameters λa of finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST trans-
formations generating a change of the gauge in the path integral within a class of linear 
Rξ -like gauges realized in terms of Bosonic gauge functionals F(ξ), with ξ = 0, 1 corre-
sponding to the Landau and Feynman (covariant) gauges, respectively;
5. construction of the Gribov horizon functional hξ in arbitrary Rξ -like gauges by means 
of finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transformations starting from a known BRST–
antiBRST non-invariant functional h, given in the Landau gauge and realized in terms of the 
Bosonic functional F(0).
The present work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we remind the general setup of the 
BRST–antiBRST Lagrangian quantization of general gauge theories and list its basics ingre-
dients. In Section 3, we introduce the notion of finite BRST–antiBRST transformations, both 
global and local (field-dependent). We find an explicit Jacobian corresponding to this change of 
variables in theories of Yang–Mills type and show that, exactly as in the case of field-dependent 
BRST transformations for the Yang–Mills vacuum functional [23], the field-dependent transfor-
mations amount to a precise change of the gauge-fixing functional. In Section 4, we present the 
form of transformation parameters that generates a change of the gauge and evaluate it for con-
necting two arbitrary Rξ -like gauges in Yang–Mills theories. In Section 5, the Gribov horizon 
functional in an arbitrary Rξ -like gauge, and generally in any differentiable gauge, is determined 
with the help of respective finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transformations. In Discus-
sion, we make an overview of our results and outline some open problems. In particular, we 
discuss an extension of finite BRST–antiBRST transformations to the case of general gauge 
theories and present an ansatz for such transformations. In Appendix A, we study the group prop-
erties of finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transformations. In Appendix B, we present a 
detailed calculation of the Jacobian corresponding to the finite, both global (Appendix B.1) and 
field-dependent (Appendix B.2), BRST–antiBRST transformations. Appendix C is devoted to 
calculations involving the BRST–antiBRST invariant Yang–Mills action in Rξ -gauges.
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are taken from the right, and those with respect to the corresponding antifields are taken from 
the left; otherwise, left-hand and right-hand derivatives are labeled by the subscripts “l” and 
“r”, respectively; F,A stands for the right-hand derivative δF/δφA of a functional F = F(φ)
with respect to φA. The raising and lowering of Sp(2) indices, sa = εabsb , sa = εabsb , is carried 
out with the help of a constant antisymmetric second-rank tensor εab, εacεcb = δab , subject to 
the normalization condition ε12 = 1. The Grassmann parity and ghost number of a quantity A, 
assumed to be homogeneous with respect to these characteristics, are denoted by ε(A), gh(A), 
respectively.
2. General setup for BRST–antiBRST Lagrangian quantization
The BRST–antiBRST Lagrangian quantization of general gauge theories [15–17] involves a 
set of fields φA and a set of corresponding antifields φ∗Aa (a = 1, 2), φ¯A, where the doublets 
of antifields φ∗Aa play the role of sources to the BRST and antiBRST transformations, while 
the antifields φ¯A are the sources to the mixed BRST and antiBRST transformations, with the 
following distributions of the Grassmann parity and ghost number:
ε
(
φA
)≡ εA, ε(φ∗Aa)= εA + 1, ε(φ¯A) = εA,
gh
(
φ∗Aa
)= (−1)a − gh(φA), gh(φ¯A) = −gh(φA). (2.1)
The configuration space of fields φA is identical with that of the BV formalism [30] of covari-
ant quantization and is determined by the properties of the initial classical theory. Namely, we 
consider an initial classical theory of fields Ai , ε(Ai) ≡ εi , with an action S0(A) invariant under 
gauge transformations,
δAi = Riα0(A)ζα0 ⇒ S0,i (A)Riα0(A) = 0, (2.2)
where Riα0(A) are generators of the gauge transformations, ε(R
i
α0) = εi + εα0 , and ζ α0 are arbi-
trary functions of the space–time coordinates, ε(ζ α0) = εα0 . The generators Riα0(A) form a gauge 
algebra [30] with the relations
Riα0,j (A)R
j
β0
(A)− (−1)εα0εβ0 Riβ0,j (A)Rjα0(A)
= −Riγ0(A)F γ0α0β0(A)− S0,j (A)M
ij
α0β0
(A),
F
γ0
α0β0
= −(−1)εα0εβ0 Fγ0β0α0, M
ij
α0β0
= −(−1)εiεjMjiα0β0 = −(−1)εα0εβ0 M
ij
β0α0
. (2.3)
In case the vectors Riα0(A), enumerated by the index α0, are linearly independent, the theory 
is irreducible; otherwise it is reducible. Depending on the (ir)reducibility of the generators of 
gauge transformations, the specific structure of the configuration space φA is described by the 
set of fields
φA = (Ai,Bαs |a1...as ,Cαs |a0...as ), s = 0,1, . . . ,L, (2.4)
where the ghost Cαs |a0...as and auxiliary Bαs |a1...as fields form symmetric Sp(2) tensors, being 
irreducible representations of the Sp(2) group, with the corresponding distribution [16] of the 
Grassmann parity and ghost number. These fields absorb the pyramids of ghost–antighost and 
Nakanishi–Lautrup fields of a given (ir)reducible gauge theory, where L in (2.4) is the corre-
sponding stage of reducibility [30], and L = 0 stands for an irreducible theory.
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BRST–antiBRST Lagrangian scheme, being an even-valued functional S = S(φ, φ∗, φ¯) subject 
to an Sp(2)-doublet of the generating equations [15]
1
2
(S,S)a + V aS = ih¯aS ⇐⇒ ¯a exp[(i/h¯)S]= 0,
¯a = a + (i/h¯)V a. (2.5)
Here, h¯ is the Planck constant, whereas the extended antibracket (·,·)a and the operators a , V a
are given by
(·,·)a = δr ·
δφA
δl ·
δφ∗Aa
− δr ·
δφ∗Aa
δl ·
δφA
, a = (−1)εA δl
δφA
δ
δφ∗Aa
,
V a = εabφ∗Ab
δ
δφ¯A
. (2.6)
The properties of the operators a , V a , ¯a and those of the extended antibracket (·,·)a were 
investigated in [15]. The study of [17] proved the existence of solutions to (2.5) with the bound-
ary condition S|φ∗=φ¯=h¯=0 = S0 in the form of an expansion in powers of h¯ and described the 
arbitrariness in solutions, which is controlled by a transformation generated by the operators ¯a, 
connecting two solutions and describing the gauge-fixing procedure. A solution S = S(φ, φ∗, φ¯)
of the generating equations (2.5) allows one to construct an extended (due to the antifields) gen-
erating functional of Green’s functions Z(J, φ∗, φ¯) for the fields φA of the total configuration 
space [15], namely,
Z
(
J,φ∗, φ¯
)= ∫ dφ exp{ i
h¯
[
Sext
(
φ,φ∗, φ¯
)+ JAφA]
}
. (2.7)
Hence, the generating functional of Green’s functions Z(J ) =Z(J, φ∗, φ¯)|φ∗=φ¯=0 is given by
Z(J ) =
∫
dφ exp
{
i
h¯
[
Seff(φ)+ JAφA
]}
, with Seff(φ) = Sext
(
φ,φ∗, φ¯
)∣∣
φ∗=φ¯=0, (2.8)
where JA, ε(JA) = εA, are external sources to the fields φA, and Sext = Sext(φ, φ∗, φ¯) is an action 
constructed with the help of an even-valued gauge-fixing functional F = F(φ):
exp
[
(i/h¯)Sext
]= Uˆ exp[(i/h¯)S],
with Uˆ = exp
(
F,A
δ
δφ¯A
+ ih¯
2
εab
δ
δφ∗Aa
F,AB
δ
δφ∗Bb
)
. (2.9)
Due to the commutativity of ¯a and Uˆ , the gauge-fixing procedure retains the form of the gen-
erating equations (2.5),
¯a exp
[
(i/h¯)Sext
]= 0. (2.10)
A possible choice of the gauge-fixing functional F(φ) has the form of the most general 
Sp(2)-scalar being quadratic in the ghost and auxiliary fields [16].
Introducing a set of auxiliary fields πAa and λA,
ε
(
πAa
)= εA + 1, ε(λA)= εA,
gh
(
πAa
)= −(−1)a + gh(φA), gh(λA)= gh(φA), (2.11)
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Z(J ) =
∫
dΓ exp
{
i
h¯
[
S + φ∗AaπAa + (φ¯A − F,A)λA
− (1/2)εabπAaF,ABπBb + JAφA
]}
, (2.12)
where dΓ = dφ dφ∗ dφ¯ dλ dπ is the integration measure.
An important property of the integrand in (2.12) for JA = 0 is its invariance under the follow-
ing infinitesimal transformations of global supersymmetry:
δ
(
φA,φ∗Aa, φ¯A,πAa,λA
)= (πAaμa,μaS,A, εabμaφ∗Ab,−εabλAμb,0), (2.13)
where μa is a doublet of constant anticommuting Grassmann parameters, μaμb + μbμa ≡ 0. 
The transformations (2.13) realize the BRST–antiBRST transformations in the extended space 
(φA, φ∗Aa, φ¯A, πAa, λA).
The symmetry of the integrand in (2.12) for JA = 0 under the transformations (2.13) with 
constant infinitesimal μa allows one to derive the following Ward identities in the extended 
space:
JA
〈
πAa
〉
F,J
= 0,
for 〈O〉F,J = Z−1(J )
∫
dΓ O exp
{
i
h¯
[
S + φ∗AaπAa + (φ¯A − F,A)λA
− (1/2)εabπAaF,ABπBb + JAφA
]}
, (2.14)
where the expectation value of a functional O(Γ ) is given in the extended space parameterized 
by Γ with a gauge F(φ) in the presence of external sources JA. To obtain (2.14), we subject 
(2.12) to a change of variables Γ → Γ + δΓ with δΓ given by (2.13) and use Eqs. (2.5) for S. 
At the same time, with allowance for the equivalence theorem [41], the transformations (2.13)
permit one to establish the independence of the S-matrix from the choice of a gauge. Indeed, 
suppose ZF ≡ Z(0) and change the gauge, F → F +F , by an infinitesimal value F . In the 
functional integral for ZF+F we now make the change of variables (2.13). Then, choosing the 
parameters μa as
μa = − i2h¯ εab(F),Aπ
Ab, (2.15)
we find that ZF+F = ZF , and therefore the S-matrix is gauge-independent.
For the purpose of a subsequent treatment of Yang–Mills theories, we need the particular case 
of solutions to the generating equations (2.5) given by a functional S = S(φ, φ∗, φ¯) linear in the 
antifields. Namely, we assume
S = S0 + φ∗AaXAa + φ¯AYA, (2.16)
which implies
S0,iX
ia = 0, XAa,B XBb = εabYA, YB,AXAa = 0, XAa,A = 0 (2.17)
and allows one to present S in the form
S = S0 + φ∗Aa
(
saφA
)− 1 φ¯A(s2φA), s2 ≡ sasa, (2.18)2
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δφA = (saφA)μa, saφA = XAa, (2.19)
and s2 are generators of mixed BRST–antiBRST transformations,
δ2φA = sa(sbφAμb)μa = −12
(
s2φA
)
μ2, s2φA = εabXAa,B XBb = −2YA. (2.20)
The explicit form of XAa and YA for theories of Yang–Mills type was found in [15] and is given 
in Appendix C.
For a solution of (2.5) linear in the antifields, integration in (2.12) over φ∗Aa , φ¯A, πAa , λA is 
trivial [15]:
Z(J ) =
∫
dφ exp
{
i
h¯
[
SF (φ)+ JAφA
]}
, (2.21)
where
SF (φ) = S0(A)+ F,AYA − (1/2)εabXAaF,ABXBb, (2.22)
which can also be established directly by inserting the solution (2.16) into (2.9).
The quantum action SF (φ) can be presented in terms of a mixed BRST–antiBRST variation,
SF (φ) = S0(A)− (1/2)s2F(φ), (2.23)
where the operators sa , acting on an arbitrary functional V = V (φ) of any Grassmann parity, 
define a BRST–antiBRST analogue of the Slavnov variation, saV = V,A(saφA). Thus defined 
operators sa are anticommuting, sasb + sbsa ≡ 0, for any a, b = 1, 2,
sasbV = εabW, W ≡ (1/2)εabV,BAXAaXBb(−1)εB − V,AYA,
sasbV = (1/2)εabs2V, W = (1/2)s2V, (2.24)
and therefore nilpotent, sasbsc ≡ 0, which proves the invariance of SF given by (2.23) under the 
infinitesimal transformations (2.19),
δSF = (SF ),AδφA =
(
saSF
)
μa =
(
saS0
)
μa − 12
(
sas2F
)
μa = 0,
by virtue of the condition saS0 = S0,iXia = 0 from (2.17), being a consequence of the Noether 
identities (2.2).
In view of the condition XAa,A = 0 from (2.17), the integration measure in (2.21) is also invari-
ant under the transformations (2.19), which ensures the invariance of the integrand in (2.21) for 
JA = 0 under (2.19). By analogy with the previous consideration, this allows one to establish the 
Ward identities for Z(J ) in (2.21),
JA
〈
saφA
〉
F,J
= JA
〈
XAa(φ)
〉
F,J
= 0
for 〈O〉F,J = Z−1(J )
∫
dφO(φ) exp
{
i
h¯
[
SF (φ)+ JAφA
]}
, (2.25)
as well as the independence of the S-matrix from the choice of a gauge. Indeed, suppose ZF ≡
Z(0) in (2.21) and change the gauge F → F +F by an infinitesimal value F . Then, making 
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μa = i2h¯ εab(F),AX
Ab = i
2h¯
(saF), (2.26)
being a particular case of the field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transformations studied in the 
following section, we find ZF+F = ZF , which establishes the gauge-independence of the 
S-matrix.
3. Finite BRST–antiBRST transformations and their Jacobians
Let us introduce finite transformations of the fields φA with a doublet λa of anticommuting 
Grassmann parameters, λaλb + λbλa = 0,
φA → φ′A = φA +φA = φ′A(φ|λ), so that φ′A(φ|0) = φA. (3.1)
In the general case, such transformations are quadratic in the parameters, due to λaλbλc ≡ 0,
φ′A(φ|λ) = φ′A(φ|0)+
[ ←−
∂
∂λa
φ′A(φ|λ)
]
λ=0
λa + 12
[ ←−
∂
∂λa
←−
∂
∂λb
φ′A(φ|λ)
]
λaλb, (3.2)
which implies
φA = ZAaλa + (1/2)ZAλ2, where λ2 ≡ λaλa, (3.3)
for certain functions ZAa = ZAa(φ), ZA = ZA(φ), corresponding to the first- and second-order 
derivatives of φ′A(φ|λ) with respect to λa in (3.2).
In view of the obvious property of nilpotency φA1 · · ·φAn ≡ 0, n ≥ 3, an arbitrary func-
tional F(φ) under the above transformations φA → φA +φA can be expanded as
F(φ +φ) = F(φ)+ F,A(φ)φA + (1/2)F,AB(φ)φBφA. (3.4)
Based on (3.1)–(3.4), we now introduce finite BRST–antiBRST transformations as invariance 
transformations of the quantum action SF (φ) given by (2.23) under finite transformations of the 
fields φA, such that
SF (φ +φ) = SF (φ),[ ←−
∂
∂λa
φA
]
λ=0
= saφA and
[ ←−
∂
∂λa
←−
∂
∂λb
φA
]
= 1
2
εabs2φA, (3.5)
which implies ZAa = saφA = XAa and ZA = (1/2)s2φA = −YA, according to (2.19), (2.20), 
(3.3).
One can easily verify the consistency of definition (3.5) by considering the equation, implied 
by SF = 0,
(SF ),A
(
XAaλa − 12Y
Aλ2
)
+ 1
2
(SF ),AB
(
XBbλb − 12Y
Bλ2
)(
XAaλa − 12Y
Aλ2
)
= 0.
(3.6)
Taking into account the fact λaλ2 = λ4 ≡ 0, the invariance relations (SF ),AXAa = 0, and their 
differential consequences (SF ),ABXBbλbXAaλa = (SF ),AYAλ2, implied by the relations YA =
(1/2)XAa,B X
Bbεba from (2.20), we find that the above equation is satisfied identically:
(SF ),AX
Aaλa − 1 (SF ),AYAλ2 + 1 (SF ),ABXBbλbXAaλa ≡ 0.2 2
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φA = XAaλa − 12Y
Aλ2 = (saφA)λa + 14
(
s2φA
)
λ2, (3.7)
which implies that the finite variation φA includes the generators of BRST–antiBRST trans-
formations (s1, s2), as well as their commutator s2 = εabsbsa = s1s2 − s2s1.
According to (2.24), (3.4), (3.7) and λaλ2 = λ4 ≡ 0, the variation F(φ) of an arbitrary 
functional F(φ) under the finite BRST–antiBRST transformations is given by
F = F,AXAaλa − 12F,AY
Aλ2 + 1
2
F,ABX
BbλbX
Aaλa
= (F,AXAa)λa + 12
(
1
2
εabF,BAX
AaXBb(−1)εB − F,AYA
)
λ2
= (saF )λa + 14
(
s2F
)
λ2. (3.8)
This relation allows one to study the group properties of finite BRST–antiBRST transformations 
(3.7), with account taken for the fact that these transformations do not form a Lie superalgebra, 
nor a vector superspace structure, due to the presence of the term which is quadratic in λa . 
Namely, we have (for details, see Appendix A)
(1)(2)F =
(
sa(2)F
)
λ(1)a + 14
(
s2(2)F
)
λ2(1) ≡
(
saF
)
ϑ(1,2)a + 14
(
s2F
)
θ(1,2), (3.9)
for certain functionals ϑa(1,2) = ϑa(1,2)(φ) and θ(1,2) = θ(1,2)(φ), constructed explicitly in (A.7), 
(A.8) from the parameters of finite transformations, which are generally field-dependent, λa(j) =
λa(j)(φ), for j = 1, 2. Therefore, the commutator of finite variations has the form
[(1),(2)]F =
(
saF
)
ϑ[1,2]a + 14
(
s2F
)
θ[1,2], ϑa[1,2] ≡ ϑa(1,2) − ϑa(2,1),
θ[1,2] ≡ θ(1,2) − θ(2,1), (3.10)
where ϑa[1,2], θ[1,2] are given explicitly by (A.11), (A.12) and possess the symmetry properties 
ϑa[1,2] = −ϑa[2,1], θ[1,2] = −θ[2,1]. In particular, assuming F(φ) = φA in (3.10), we have
[(1),(2)]φA =
(
saφA
)
ϑ[1,2]a + 14
(
s2φA
)
θ[1,2]. (3.11)
In general, the commutator (3.11) of finite non-linear transformations (3.7) does not belong to 
the class of these transformations, due to the opposite symmetry properties of ϑ[1,2]aϑa[1,2] and 
θ[1,2],
ϑ[1,2]aϑa[1,2] = ϑ[2,1]aϑa[2,1], θ[1,2] = −θ[2,1], (3.12)
which reflects the fact that a finite BRST–antiBRST transformation looks as a group element, i.e., 
not as an element of a Lie superalgebra; however, the linear approximation linφA = (saφA)λa
to a finite transformation φA = linφA + O(λ2) does form an algebra. Indeed, due to (A.9), 
(A.11), (A.12), we have[
lin(1),
lin
(2)
]
F = lin[1,2]F =
(
saF
)
λ[1,2]a, λa[1,2] ≡
(
sbλ
a
(1)
)
λb(2) −
(
sbλ
a
(2)
)
λb(1). (3.13)
5 Finite BRST–antiBRST transformations (3.7) may be regarded as an extension of finite “mixed BRST” transforma-
tions [26], which include only the linear dependence on odd-valued parameters Θ1, Θ2; see Introduction for details.
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BRST–antiBRST transformations (2.19), δφA = linφA, linear in the infinitesimal parameter 
μa = λa , as one selects in (3.7) the approximation that forms an algebra with respect to the 
commutator.
Let us now consider the modification of the integration measure dφ → dφ′ in (2.21) under 
the finite transformations φA → φ′A = φA +φA, with φA given by (3.7),
dφ′ = dφ Sdet
(
δφ′
δφ
)
,
with Sdet
(
δφ′
δφ
)
= Sdet(I+M) = exp[Str ln(I+M)]≡ exp(), (3.14)
where the Jacobian exp() has the form
 = Str ln(I+M) = −
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n
Str
(
Mn
)
,
for Str
(
Mn
)= (Mn)A
A
(−1)εA and MAB ≡
δ(φA)
δφB
. (3.15)
In the case of global finite transformations, corresponding to λa = const, the integration mea-
sure remains invariant (for details, see Appendix B.1)
(φ) = 0 ⇒
(
Sdet
(
δφ′
δφ
)
= 1 and dφ′ = dφ
)
. (3.16)
Due to the invariance of the quantum action SF = S0 + (1/2)sasaF under φA → φ′A the above 
implies that the integrand with the vanishing sources Iφ ≡ dφ exp[(i/h¯)SF ] in (2.21) is also 
invariant, Iφ′ = Iφ , under the transformations (3.7), which justifies their interpretation as finite 
BRST–antiBRST transformations.
As we turn to finite field-dependent transformations, let us examine the particular case6
λa(φ) = saΛ(φ) with a certain even-valued potential, Λ = Λ(φ), which is inspired by infinites-
imal field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transformations with the parameters (2.26). In this case, 
the integration measure takes the form (relation (3.18) is deduced in Appendix B.2)
(φ) = −2 ln[1 + f (φ)], with f (φ) = −1
2
s2Λ(φ), for sasa = −s2, (3.17)
dφ′ = dφ exp
[
i
h¯
(−ih¯)
]
= dφ exp
{
i
h¯
[
ih¯ ln
(
1 + 1
2
sasaΛ
)2]}
. (3.18)
In view of the invariance of the quantum action SF (φ) under (3.7), the change φA → φ′A =
φA + φA induces in (2.21) the following transformation of the integrand with the vanishing 
sources, Iφ ≡ dφ exp[(i/h¯)SF (φ)]:
Iφ+φ = dφ exp
[(φ)] exp[(i/h¯)SF (φ +φ)]
= dφ exp{(i/h¯)[SF (φ)− ih¯(φ)]}, (3.19)
6 Notice that the parameters λa , a = 1, 2, in the case λa = saΛ are not functionally independent: s1λ1 +s2λ2 = −s2Λ.
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Iφ+φ = dφ exp
{
(i/h¯)
[
SF (φ)+ ih¯ ln
(
1 + sasaΛ(φ)/2
)2]}
. (3.20)
Due to the explicit form of the initial quantum action SF = S0 + (1/2)sasaF , the BRST–
antiBRST-exact contribution ih¯ ln(1 + sasaΛ/2)2 to the action SF , resulting from the transfor-
mation of the integration measure, can be interpreted as a change of the gauge-fixing functional 
made in the original integrand Iφ ,
ih¯ ln
(
1 + sasaΛ/2
)2 = sasa(F/2) (3.21)
⇒ Iφ+φ = dφ exp
{
(i/h¯)
[
S0 + (1/2)sasa(F +F)
]}= Iφ |F→F+F , (3.22)
for a certain F(φ), whose relation to Λ(φ) is discussed below. In other words, the field-
dependent transformations with the parameters λa = saΛ amount to a precise change of the 
gauge-fixing functional. As a consequence, the integrand in (2.21) for JA = 0, corresponding to 
the quantum action SF+F = S0 + (1/2)sasa(F +F) with a modified gauge-fixing functional, 
is invariant under both the infinitesimal, δφA, and finite, φA, BRST–antiBRST transformations, 
with constant parameters μa and λa in (2.19) and (3.7), respectively.
Let us denote by T (F) the operation that transforms an integrand I(F )φ into I(F+F)φ , corre-
sponding to the respective gauge-fixing functionals F and F +F ,
T (F): I(F )φ → I(F+F)φ , (3.23)
which implies an additive composition law:
T (F1) ◦ T (F2) = T (F2) ◦ T (F1) = T (F1+F2). (3.24)
As we denote by Λ(F) the gauge-fixing functional corresponding to F , there follow the prop-
erties
ln
(
1 + sasaΛ(F1+F2)/2
)2 = ln(1 + sasaΛ(F1)/2)2 + ln(1 + sasaΛ(F2)/2)2,
Λ(0) = 0, (3.25)
implying relations between s2Λ(F1+F2) and s2Λ(Fj ) for j = 1, 2, as well as between 
s2Λ(−F) and s2Λ(F):
s2Λ(F1+F2) = s2(Λ(F1) +Λ(F2))− (s2Λ(F1))(s2Λ(F2))/2, (3.26)
s2Λ(−F) = −(s2Λ(F))[1 − (s2Λ(F))/2]−1. (3.27)
The relation (3.21) between the potential Λ(φ) and the variation F(φ) of the gauge-fixing 
functional can be considered as a compensation equation (for the unknown functional F(φ), 
with a given Λ(φ), and vice versa),
ih¯ ln
(
1 + sasaΛ(φ)/2
)2 = sasaF(φ)/2, (3.28)
whose solution, up to BRST–antiBRST-exact terms, has the form
F(φ) = 2ih¯Λ(φ)(sasaΛ(φ))−1 ln(1 + sasaΛ(φ)/2)2. (3.29)
The relation (3.28) can be inverted as an equation for Λ(φ), namely,
sasaΛ = 2
[
exp
(
1
sasaF
)
− 1
]
. (3.30)4ih¯
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Λ = 2F (sasaF )−1
[
exp
(
1
4ih¯
sbsbF
)
− 1
]
= 1
2ih¯
F
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
(
1
4ih¯
sasaF
)n
, (3.31)
whence
λa = saΛ = 12ih¯ (saF)
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
(
1
4ih¯
sbsbF
)n
= 1
2ih¯
(saF)
[
1 + 1
2!
(
1
4ih¯
sbsbF
)
+ 1
3!
(
1
4ih¯
sbsbF
)2
+ 1
4!
(
1
4ih¯
sbsbF
)3
+ . . .
]
. (3.32)
In particular, the first order of λa = μa in powers of F has the form
μa = − i2h¯ (saF). (3.33)
Using (3.32), one can construct a finite BRST–antiBRST transformation that connects two 
quantum theories of Yang–Mills type corresponding to some gauge-fixing functionals F and 
F + F for a given finite variation F . The symmetry of the integrand in (2.21) for JA = 0
under the transformations (3.7) allows one to establish the independence of the S-matrix from 
the choice of a gauge. Indeed, suppose ZF ≡ Z(0) and change the gauge F → F + F by a 
finite value F . In the functional integral for ZF+F we now make the change of variables 
(3.7). Then, selecting the parameters λa = saΛ to meet the condition
ih¯ ln
(
1 + sasaΛ/2
)2 = −(1/2)sasaF, (3.34)
cf. (3.28), we find that ZF+F = ZF , whence, due to the equivalence theorem [41], the S-matrix 
is gauge-independent. In the particular case of an infinitesimal variation F , condition (3.34)
produces, in virtue of (3.33), precisely the form (2.26) of field-dependent parameters λa = μa in 
the framework of infinitesimal BRST–antiBRST transformations.
As we identify λa = saΛ with a solution of (3.28), Λ(F) ≡ Λ(F), the representation (2.21)
describes the dependence of the functional ZF(J ) on a finite variation of the gauge:
ZF (J ) = i
h¯
ZF (J )
〈
JA
[(
saφA
)
saΛ(−F)+ 14
(
s2φA
)[
sΛ(−F)]2
+ i
4h¯
εab
(
saφA
)
JB
(
sbφB
)[
sΛ(−F)]2]〉
F,J
, (3.35)
where ZF (J ) ≡ ZF+F (J ) − ZF (J ). The above relation (3.35) generalizes the gauge-
dependence of Z(J ) in Yang–Mills type theories to the case of finite variations of the gauge.
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In this section, we consider the Yang–Mills theory, given by the action
S0(A) = −14
∫
dDx FmμνF
mμν, for Fmμν = ∂μAmν − ∂νAmμ + f mnlAnμAlν, (4.1)
with the Lorentz indices μ, ν = 0, 1, . . . , D − 1, the metric tensor ημν = diag(−, +, . . . , +), and 
the totally antisymmetric su(N) structure constants f lmn for l, m, n = 1, . . . , N2 − 1.
The action (4.1) is invariant under the gauge transformations
δAmμ(x) = Dmnμ (x)ζ n(x) =
∫
dDy Rmnμ (x;y)ζ n(y), Dmnμ = δmn∂μ + f mlnAlμ, (4.2)
with arbitrary Bosonic functions ζ n(y) in R1,D−1, the covariant derivative Dmnμ , and the gener-
ators Rmnμ (x; y) = Riα of the gauge transformations, the condensed indices being i = (μ, m, x), 
α = (n, y). The generators Riα in (4.2) form a closed gauge algebra with Mijαβ = 0 in (2.3), 
whereas the structure coefficients Fγαβ arising in (2.3) are given by
F
γ
αβ = f lmnδ(x − z)δ(y − z), for α = (m,x), β = (n, y), γ = (l, z). (4.3)
The total configuration space of fields φA and the corresponding antifields φ∗Aa , φ¯A of the 
theory are given by
φA = (Aμm,Bm,Cma), φ∗Aa = (A∗mμa ,B∗ma ,C∗mab ), φ¯A = (A¯mμ, B¯m, C¯ma ). (4.4)
With allowance made for (2.1), the Grassmann parity and ghost number assume the values
ε
(
φA
)≡ (0,0,1), gh(φA)= (0,0, (−1)a+1). (4.5)
The generating equations (2.5) with the boundary condition S|φ∗=φ¯=0 = S0 are solved by a func-
tional linear in the antifields (for details, see (C.3), (C.4) in Appendix C)
S = S0 +
∫
dDx
(
A∗mμaX
μma
1 +B∗ma Xma2 +C∗mab Xmab3 + A¯mμYμm1 + C¯ma Yma3
)
, (4.6)
where the functionals XAa = δS/δφ∗Aa = (Xμma1 , Xma2 , Xmab3 ) and YA = δS/δφ¯A =
(Y
μm
1 , Y
m
2 , Y
ma
3 ) are given by
X
μma
1 = DμmnCna, Yμm1 = DμmnBn +
1
2
fmnlClaDμnkCkbεba,
Xma2 = −
1
2
f mnlBlCna − 1
12
f mnlf lrsCsbCraCncεcb, Y
m
2 = 0,
Xmab3 = −εabBm −
1
2
f mnlClbCna,
Yma3 = f mnlBlCna +
1
6
f mnlf lrsCsbCraCncεcb. (4.7)
Hence, the finite BRST–antiBRST transformations φA = XAaλa − (1/2)YAλ2 read as follows:
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1
2
(
Dmnμ B
n + 1
2
fmnlClaDnkμ C
kbεba
)
λ2, (4.8)
Bm = −1
2
(
f mnlBlCna + 1
6
f mnlf lrsCsbCraCncεcb
)
λa, (4.9)
Cma =
(
εabBm − 1
2
f mnlClaCnb
)
λb
− 1
2
(
fmnlBlCna + 1
6
f mnlf lrsCsbCraCncεcb
)
λ2, (4.10)
where the approximation linear in λa = μa produces the infinitesimal BRST–antiBRST transfor-
mations δφA = XAaμa = (saφA)μa .
To construct the generating functional of Green’s functions Z(J ) in (2.21), we choose the 
gauge functional F = F(φ) to be diagonal in Aμm, Cma , namely,
F(A,C) = −1
2
∫
dDx
(
αAmμA
mμ + βεabCmaCmb
)
. (4.11)
The quantum action SF (φ) corresponding to this gauge-fixing functional reads (see (C.5)–(C.22)
in Appendix C)
SF (A,B,C) = S0(A)+ (1/2)sasaF (A,C)
= S0(A)+ Sgf(A,B)+ Sgh(A,C)+ Sadd(C), (4.12)
where the gauge-fixing term Sgf, the ghost term Sgh, and the interaction term Sadd, quartic in 
Cma , are given by
Sgf =
∫
dDx
[
α
(
∂μAmμ
)− βBm]Bm, Sgh = α2
∫
dDx
(
∂μCma
)
Dmnμ C
nbεab, (4.13)
Sadd = β24
∫
dDx fmnlf lrsCsaCrcCnbCmdεabεcd . (4.14)
Let us examine the choice of the coefficients α, β leading to Rξ -like gauges. Namely, in view 
of the contribution Sgf to the quantum action SF ,
Sgf =
∫
dDx
[
α
(
∂μAmμ
)− βBm]Bm, (4.15)
we impose the conditions
α = 1, β = −ξ
2
. (4.16)
Thus, the gauge-fixing functional F(ξ) = F(ξ)(A, C) corresponding to an Rξ -like gauge can be 
chosen as
F(ξ) = 12
∫
dDx
(
−AmμAmμ +
ξ
2
εabC
maCmb
)
, so that (4.17)
F(0) = −12
∫
dDx AmμA
mμ and F(1) = 12
∫
dDx
(
−AmμAmμ +
1
2
εabC
maCmb
)
,
(4.18)
where the gauge-fixing functional F(0)(A) induces the contribution Sgf(A, B) to the quantum 
action that arises in the case of the Landau gauge χ(A) = ∂μAmμ = 0 for (α, β) = (1, 0) in (4.15), 
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∂μAmμ + (1/2)Bm = 0 for (α, β) = (1, −1/2) in (4.15).
Let us find the parameters λa = saΛ of a finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transforma-
tion that connects an Rξ gauge with an Rξ+ξ gauge, according to (3.32), where
F(ξ) = F(ξ+ξ) − F(ξ) = ξ4 εab
∫
dDx CmaCmb. (4.19)
Explicitly,
δ(F(ξ)) = sa(F(ξ))μa = ξ2 εba
∫
dDx CmbδCma, (4.20)
where δCma = (εabBm − (1/2)f mnlClaCnb)μb is the linear part of the finite BRST–antiBRST 
transformation (4.10), which implies
sa(F(ξ)) = ξ2 εbc
∫
dDx Cmb
(
εcaBm − 1
2
f mnlClcCna
)
. (4.21)
In order to calculate sasa(F(ξ)), we remind that
1
2
sasaF(ξ) = Sgf + Sgh + Sadd|α=1,β=−ξ/2
=
∫
dDx
{[(
∂μAmμ
)+ ξ
2
Bm
]
Bm + 1
2
(
∂μCma
)
Dmnμ C
nbεab
− ξ
48
f mnlf lrsCsaCrcCnbCmdεabεcd
}
, (4.22)
whence
sasa(F(ξ)) = ξ
∫
dDx
(
BmBm − 1
24
f mnlf lrsCsaCrcCnbCmdεabεcd
)
. (4.23)
Finally, the functionals λa(φ) that connect an Rξ -like gauge to an Rξ+ξ -like gauge are given 
by (3.32)
λa = ξ4ih¯ εab
∫
dDx
(
BnCnb
) ∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
×
[
1
4ih¯
ξ
∫
dDy
(
BuBu − 1
24
f uwtf trsCscCrpCwdCuqεcdεpq
)]n
. (4.24)
In particular, the first order of λa = μa in powers of F(ξ) has the form (3.33)
μa = − i2h¯ saF(ξ) = −
iξ
4h¯
εab
∫
dDx BmCmb. (4.25)
We have thus solved the problem of reaching any gauge in the family of Rξ -like gauges, start-
ing from a certain gauge encoded in the path integral by a functional F(ξ), within the framework 
of BRST–antiBRST quantization for Yang–Mills theories by means of finite BRST–antiBRST 
transformations with field-dependent parameters λa in (4.24). Generally, if the BRST–antiBRST 
invariant quantum action SF0 of a Yang–Mills theory is given in terms of a gauge induced by 
a gauge-fixing functional F0, then, in order to reach the quantum action SF in terms of another 
gauge induced by a gauge-fixing functional F , it is sufficient to make a change of variables in the 
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with an Sp(2)-doublet of the odd-valued functionals
λa(F − F0) = 12ih¯
[
sa(F − F0)
] ∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
(
1
4ih¯
sbsb(F − F0)
)n
. (4.26)
In particular, if we choose F0 = F(ξ), with F(ξ) given by (4.17), then the above relation (4.26)
describes the transition from an Rξ -like gauge to a gauge parameterized by an arbitrary gauge-
fixing functional F = F(A, B, C).
5. Gribov–Zwanziger action in Rξ -like gauges
Let us extend the construction of the Gribov horizon [33] to the case of a BRST–antiBRST 
invariant Yang–Mills theory in a way consistent with the gauge-independence of the S-matrix. 
To this end, we examine the sum of the Yang–Mills quantum action (4.12) in the Landau gauge 
∂μAmμ = 0 (with the gauge-fixing functional F(0) in (4.18) corresponding to the case α = 1, 
β = 0) and the non-local horizon functional [34]
h(A) = γ 2
∫
dDx dDy f mrlArμ(x)
(
K−1
)mn
(x;y)f nslAμs(y)+ γ 2D(N2 − 1), (5.1)
where K−1 is the inverse,∫
dDz
(
K−1
)ml
(x; z)(K)ln(z;y) =
∫
dDz
(
K−1
)nl
(x; z)(K)lm(z;y)
= δmnδ(x − y), (5.2)
of the Faddeev–Popov operator K induced by the gauge-fixing functional F(ξ→0) corresponding 
to the Landau gauge ∂μAmμ = 0 in the BRST approach,
Kmn(x;y) = (δmn∂2 + f mlnAlμ∂μ)δ(x − y), Kmn(x;y) = Knm(y;x), (5.3)
whereas γ ∈ R is the so-called thermodynamic, or Gribov, parameter [34], introduced in a self-
consistent way by the gap equation for an analogue Sh of the Gribov–Zwanziger action in the 
BRST–antiBRST approach:
∂
∂γ
{
h¯
i
ln
[∫
Dφ exp
(
i
h¯
Sh
)]}
= ∂Evac
∂γ
= 0. (5.4)
In (5.4), we have used the definition of the vacuum energy Evac and introduced a modified quan-
tum action for the Gribov–Zwanziger model as an additive extension of the Yang–Mills quantum 
action SF0 (4.12) in the Landau gauge:
Sh(φ) = SF0(φ)+ h(φ), F0 = F(0). (5.5)
The action Sh(φ) is not invariant under the finite BRST–antiBRST transformations:
Sh = h =
(
sah
)
λa + 14
(
s2h
)
λ2 = 0, (5.6)
indeed, according to φA = (saφA)λa + (1/4)(s2φA)λ2, with allowance for (4.8)–(4.10), (A.2), 
we have
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∫
dDx dDy
[
2Drlμ C
la(x)
(
K−1
)mn
(x;y)
− f utv
∫
dDx′ dDy′Arμ(x)
(
K−1
)mu(
x;x′)Ktl(x′;y′)Cla(y′)(K−1)vn(y′;y)]
×Asμ(y) (5.7)
and
s2h = γ 2f mrkf kns
∫
dDx dDy
×
{
4
(
−Drtμ Bt +
1
2
f rtlClaDtuμ C
ubεab
)
(x)
(
K−1
)mn
(x;y)Asμ(y)
+ 2εabDrlμ Cla(x)
(
K−1
)mn
(x;y)DstμCtb(y)
− 4εabf utv
∫
dDx′ dDy′ Drlμ Cla(x)
(
K−1
)mu(
x;x′)Ktw(x′;y′)
×Cwb(y′)(K−1)vn(y′;y)Asμ(y)+ f utv ∫ dDx′ dDy′ Arμ(x)
×
[
−εabf u′t ′v′
∫
dDx′′ dDy′′
(
K−1
)mu′(
x;x′′)Kt ′l′(x′′;y′′)Cl′a(y′′)
× (K−1)v′u(y′′;x′)Ktl(x′;y′)Clb(y′)(K−1)vn(y′;y)
− εabf tlt ′
(
K−1
)mu(
x;x′)Kt ′l′(x′;y′)Cl′a(y′)Clb(x′)(K−1)vn(y′;y)
+ 2(K−1)mu(x;x′)Ktl(x′;y′)Bl(y′)(K−1)vn(y′;y)
+ εabf u′t ′v′
(
K−1
)mu(
x;x′)Ktl(x′;y′)Cla(y′)
×
∫
dDx′′ dDy′′
(
K−1
)vu′(
y′;x′′)Kt ′l′(x′′;y′′)Cl′b(y′′)(K−1)v′n(y′′;y)]
×Asμ(y)
}
, (5.8)
where we have used the identity
saKmn(x;y) = fmrnKrs(x;y)Csa(y). (5.9)
To determine the horizon functional for a general Rξ -like gauge in the BRST–antiBRST de-
scription, we propose
hξ = h+ 12ih¯
(
sah
)
(saF(ξ))
∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
(
1
4ih¯
sbsbF(ξ)
)n
− 1
16h¯2
(
s2h
)
(sF(ξ))
2
[ ∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
(
1
4ih¯
sbsbF(ξ)
)n]2
. (5.10)
Here, sah and s2h are given by (5.7), (5.8), while saF(ξ) and sasaF(ξ) are given by (4.21), 
(4.23) for ξ = ξ , whereas the Sp(2)-doublet λaξ (φ) of field-dependent anticommuting parame-
ters in (4.24) relates the Landau gauge to an arbitrary Rξ -like gauge:
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∫
dDx CmaCmb, (5.11)
saF(ξ) = ξ2 εab
∫
dDx BmCmb, (5.12)
sasaF(ξ) = ξ
∫
dDx
(
BmBm − 1
24
f mnlf lrsCsaCrcCnbCmdεabεcd
)
. (5.13)
In particular, the approximation linear in ξ implies, λaξ (φ) = saΛξ (φ) for Λξ(φ) = ξ8ih¯ ×
εab
∫
dDx CmaCmb ,
hξ (φ) = h(A)+ ξ4ih¯ εabγ
2f mrlf lns
∫
dDx dDy
[
2Drkμ C
ka(x)
(
K−1
)mn
(x;y)
− f m′l′n′
∫
dDx′ dDy′ Arμ(x)
(
K−1
)mm′(
x;x′)Kl′t ′(x′;y′)
×Ct ′a(y′)(K−1)n′n(y′;y)]Asμ(y)∫ dDz(BwCwb). (5.14)
Notice that even the approximation to hξ(φ) being linear in powers of ξ is different from the 
proposal [37] for the horizon functional given by Rξ -gauges in terms of field-dependent BRST 
transformations, which reflects the Sp(2)-symmetric character of the dependence of hξ (φ) on 
the ghost and antighost fields Cma .
The proposal (5.10) for the Gribov horizon functional in a general Rξ -gauge is consistent with 
the study of gauge-independence for the generating functional of Green’s functions, determined 
for a BRST–antiBRST extension of the Gribov–Zwanziger model as follows:
ZGZ,F0(J ) =
∫
dφ exp
{
i
h¯
[
Sh(φ)+ JAφA
]}
. (5.15)
Indeed, making in the path integral for ZGZ,F0(J ) a change of variables being a finite field-
dependent BRST–antiBRST transformation with the parameters λaξ (φ) given by (4.24), where 
ξ = ξ , we find, due to the fact that the Yang–Mills quantum action SF0(φ) transforms to SFξ (φ), 
with Fξ = F(ξ),
ZGZ,F0(J ) =
∫
dφ exp
{
i
h¯
[
SFξ (φ)+ hξ (φ)+ JAφA + JAφA
]}
, (5.16)
where hξ (φ) in (5.10) corresponds to an Rξ -gauge. As a result, we have
ZGZ,F0(J )
= ZGZ,Fξ (J )
[
1 + i
h¯
JA
〈(
saφA
)
saΛ(F(ξ))
〉
F0,J
+ i
4h¯
JA
〈(
s2φA
)[
sΛ(F(ξ))
]2 + i
h¯
εab
(
saφA
)
JB
(
sbφB
)[
sΛ(F(ξ))
]2〉
F0,J
]
,
(5.17)
where the vacuum expectation value is computed with respect to ZGZ,F (J ). The relation (5.17)
implies that neither the functional ZGZ,Fξ (J ) nor the S-matrix depends on the gauge (parame-
ter ξ ) at the extremals given by JA = 0. This justifies our proposal for the horizon functional 
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antiBRST quantization encounters the problem of unitarity, since the gauge degrees of freedom, 
being non-dynamical in the Yang–Mills theory, should now be regarded as dynamical ones, due 
to the explicit form of the horizon functional hξ(φ).
Finally, it is possible to construct a Gribov horizon functional hF (φ) in any differential gauge8
induced by a gauge-fixing functional F(φ), starting from the horizon functional h(A) in the Lan-
dau gauge, corresponding to the gauge-fixing functional F0(A). To this end, it is sufficient to 
make a change of variables in the path integral (5.15), given by a finite field-dependent BRST–
antiBRST transformation with the Sp(2)-doublet λa(F −F0) of odd-valued functionals given by 
(4.26). Thus, the functional hF (φ) reads as follows:
hF = h+ 12ih¯
(
sah
)[
sa(F − F0)
] ∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
(
1
4ih¯
sbsb(F − F0)
)n
− 1
16h¯2
(
s2h
)[
s(F − F0)
]2[ ∞∑
n=0
1
(n+ 1)!
(
1
4ih¯
sbsb(F − F0)
)n]2
. (5.18)
Generally, a finite change F → F + F of the gauge condition induces a finite change of any 
functional GF(φ), so that in the reference frame corresponding to the gauge F + F it can be 
represented according to (3.8), (4.26),
GF+F = GF +
(
saGF
)
λa(F)+ 14
(
s2GF
)
λa(F)λ
a(F), (5.19)
which is an extension of the infinitesimal change GF → GF + δGF induced by a variation of 
the gauge, F → F + δF ,
GF+δF = GF − i2h¯
(
saGF
)
(saδF ), (5.20)
corresponding, in the case GF(A), to the gauge transformations (4.2), with the functions ζm(x)
given below
δGF = GF+δF −GF
=
∫
dDx
δGF
δAμm(x)
Dmnμζn(x), where ζm(x) = − i
2h¯
Cma(x)(saδF ). (5.21)
Due to the presence of the term with s2GF in a finite gauge variation of a functional GF(A)
depending only on the classical fields Amμ, the representation (5.19) is more general than the 
one that would correspond to the usual Lagrangian BRST approach (see relation (17) in [39]), 
having the form similar to (5.21), and thus also to (5.20).
We emphasize that the suggested method of using the finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST 
transformations with the purpose of finding the Gribov–Zwanziger horizon functional in any 
differential gauge, starting from the Gribov–Zwanziger theory in the Landau gauge, is valid in 
7 There exist other ways to obtain the Gribov horizon functional hξ for gauges beyond the Landau gauge, see, e.g., 
[35,38]; however, in view of its non-perturbative character [34], the derivation procedure faces the problem of gauge 
dependence.
8 Due to the result of Singer [42], Gribov copies should arise in non-Abelian gauge theories in case a differential gauge 
is used to fix the gauge ambiguity.
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ing into contradiction with the result of [24] in the BRST setting of the problem. However, it 
is impossible to solve this problem (in particular, in the Yang–Mills theory) in terms of finite 
field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transformations [26], in view of the absence of a term being 
quadratic in powers of the odd-valued parameters, since the corresponding Yang–Mills quan-
tum action fails to be BRST–antiBRST invariant, and the Jacobian of the corresponding change 
of variables with odd-valued functionally-dependent parameters does not generate terms which 
are entirely BRST–antiBRST-exact. These terms change the BRST–antiBRST-exact part of the 
action, as well as the extremals; however, they do not affect the number of physical degrees of 
freedom.
6. Discussion
In the present work, we have proposed the concept of finite BRST–antiBRST transformations 
for Yang–Mills theories in the Sp(2)-covariant Lagrangian quantization [15,16], realized in the 
form (3.5), (3.7), being polynomial in powers of a constant Sp(2)-doublet of anticommuting 
Grassmann parameters λa and leaving the quantum action of the Yang–Mills theory invariant to 
all orders in λa . In the case of constant λa , the set of finite BRST–antiBRST transformations 
forms an Abelian two-parametric Lie supergroup with the elements g(λ) = exp(←−s aλa) = (1 +←−s aλa + 14←−s a←−s aλ2), so that φA = φA[exp(←−s aλa) − 1], where G←−s a ≡ saG, for any G = G(φ). 
Secondly, this ensures exact invariance of the integrand in the generating functional of Green’s 
functions ZF (J ) with vanishing external sources JA and also allows one to obtain the Ward 
identities.
We have determined the finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transformations as polyno-
mials in the Sp(2)-doublet of Grassmann-odd functionals λa(φ), depending on the whole set of 
fields that compose the configuration space of Yang–Mills theories, and have also calculated the 
Jacobian (3.18) corresponding to this change of variables by using a special class of transforma-
tions with sa-potential parameters λa(φ) = saΛ(φ) for a Grassmann-even functional Λ(φ) and 
Grassmann-odd generators sa of BRST–antiBRST transformations.
In comparison with finite field-dependent BRST transformations in Yang–Mills theories [23], 
in which a change of the gauge corresponds to a unique field-dependent parameter (up to 
BRST-exact terms), it is only functionally-dependent finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST 
transformations with λa = saΛ(F) that are in one-to-one correspondence with F . We have 
found (3.31) a solution Λ(F) to the so-called compensation equation (3.28) for an unknown 
functional Λ generating an Sp(2)-doublet λa , in order to establish a relation of the Yang–Mills 
quantum action SF in a certain gauge determined by a gauge Boson F with the action SF+F
induced by a different gauge F +F . This makes it possible to investigate the problem of gauge-
dependence for the generating functional ZF(J ) under a finite change of the gauge in the form 
(3.35), leading to the gauge-independence of the physical S-matrix.
In terms of the potential Λ inducing the finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transforma-
tions, we have explicitly constructed (4.24) the parameters λa generating a change of the gauge 
in the path integral for Yang–Mills theories within a class of linear Rξ -like gauges related to 
even-valued gauge-fixing functionals F(ξ), with ξ = 0, 1 corresponding to the Landau and Feyn-
man (covariant) gauges, respectively. We have shown how to reach an arbitrary gauge given by 
a gauge Boson F within the path integral representation, starting from the reference frame with 
a gauge Boson F0 by means of finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transformations with the 
parameters λa(F − F0) given by (4.26).
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construct the Gribov horizon functional hξ , given by (5.10) in arbitrary Rξ -like gauges, starting 
from a previously known BRST–antiBRST non-invariant functional h, as in [34], corresponding 
to the Landau gauge and induced by an even-valued functional F(0). The construction is consis-
tent with the study of gauge-independence for the generating functionals of Green’s functions 
ZGZ,F0(J ) in (5.15) within the suggested Gribov–Zwanziger model considered in the BRST–
antiBRST approach (5.5).
There are various lines of research for extending the results obtained in the present work. 
First, the study of finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transformations for a general gauge 
theory in the framework of the path integral9 (2.12). Second, the development of finite field-
dependent BRST transformations for a general gauge theory in the BV quantization method10
[30]. Third, the construction of finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transformations in the 
Sp(2)-covariant generalized Hamiltonian quantization [12,13] and the study of their properties 
in connection with the corresponding gauge-fixing problem.11 Fourth, the consideration of the 
so-called refined Gribov–Zwanziger theory [47] in a BRST–antiBRST setting analogous to [31], 
and also the elaboration of a composite operator technique in the BRST–antiBRST Lagrangian 
quantization scheme, in order to examine the Gribov horizon functional as a composite operator 
with an external source, along the lines of [39]. We also mention the search for an equivalent 
local description of the Gribov horizon functional with a set of auxiliary set fields as in [34] such 
that it should be consistent with both the infinitesimal and finite BRST–antiBRST invariance. We 
are also interested in the study of the influence of Jacobians generated by finite field-dependent 
BRST–antiBRST transformations (linear and functionally-independent parameters) on the struc-
ture of transformed quantum actions and partition functions [48].
Finally, the suggested Gribov horizon functionals beyond the Landau gauge allow one to 
study such quantum properties as renormalizability and confinement within the BRST–antiBRST 
extension of the Gribov–Zwanziger theory in a way consistent with the gauge independence of 
the physical S-matrix. We intend to study these problems in our forthcoming works.
Concluding, let us outline an ansatz for finite field-dependent BRST–antiBRST transforma-
tions of the path integral (2.12), corresponding to the case of a general gauge theory. To this end, 
notice that the construction (3.5), (3.7) of finite BRST–antiBRST transformations in Section 3, 
in fact, applies to any infinitesimal symmetry transformations δφA = XAaμa = (saφA)μa , with 
anticommuting parameters μa , a = 1, 2, for a certain functional SF (φ), such that δSF (φ) = 0, 
and does not involve any subsidiary conditions on XAa and the corresponding sa , since the con-
struction is achieved only by using YA = (1/2)XAa,B XBbεba in (3.7), according to (2.20). Let us 
apply this to the vacuum functional Z(0) of a general gauge theory, given by the path integral 
(2.12) in the extended space Γ p = (φA, φ∗Aa, φ¯A, πAa, λA),
Z(0) =
∫
dΓ exp
[
(i/h¯)SF (Γ )
]
,
SF = S + φ∗AaπAa + (φ¯A − F,A)λA − (1/2)εabπAaF,ABπBb, (6.1)
9 We have solved this problem in our recent works [43,44].
10 Shortly after the publication of the present work, we have become aware of the more recent study [45] of finite BRST 
transformations in the BV formalism.
11 We have solved this problem in detail [46], including the case of Yang–Mills theories.
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finitesimal BRST–antiBRST transformations (2.13), δΓ p = (σ aΓ p)μa , with the corresponding 
generators σa ,
δΓ p = (σaΓ p)μa = δ(φA,φ∗Ab, φ¯A,πAb,λA)
= (πAa, δabS,A(−1)εA, εabφ∗Ab(−1)εA+1, εabλA,0)μa. (6.2)
In this connection, let us determine finite BRST–antiBRST transformations, Γ p → Γ p +Γ p , 
parameterized by anticommuting parameters λa , a = 1, 2, as follows:
I(F )Γ+Γ = I(F )Γ ,
[ ←−
∂
∂λa
Γ p
]
λ=0
= σaΓ p and[ ←−
∂
∂λa
←−
∂
∂λb
Γ p
]
= 1
2
εabσ 2Γ p, where σ 2 = σaσa. (6.3)
Thus determined finite BRST–antiBRST symmetry transformations for the integrand I(F )Γ in a 
general gauge theory have the form (X pa = σaΓ p and Yp = (1/2)X pa,q X qbεba = −(1/2)σ 2Γ p)
Γ p =X paλa − 12Y
pλ2 = (σaΓ p)λa + 14
(
σ 2Γ p
)
λ2, I( F )Γ+Γ = I( F )Γ , (6.4)
or, in terms of the components,
φA = πAaλa + 12λ
Aλ2, φ¯A = εabλaφ∗Ab +
1
2
S,Aλ
2,
πAa = −εabλAλb, λA = 0,
φ∗Aa = λaS,A +
1
4
(−1)εA
×
[
εab
δ2S
δφAδφB
πBb + εab δS
δφB
δ2S
δφAδφ∗Bb
(−1)εB − φ∗Ba
δ2S
δφAδφ¯B
(−1)εB
]
λ2.
(6.5)
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Appendix A. Group properties of finite BRST–antiBRST transformations
In this appendix, in order to clarify the relations (3.9)–(3.13) of Section 3, we examine the 
composition of finite variations (1)(2) acting on an arbitrary functional F = F(φ), with the 
variation F given by (3.8),
F = (saF )λa + 1(s2F )λ2. (A.1)4
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transformations, sa and s2, acting on the product of any functionals A, B with definite Grass-
mann parities,
sa(AB) = (saA)B(−1)εB +A(saB) and sa(AB) = (saA)B(−1)εB +A(saB),
s2(AB) = (s2A)B − 2(saA)(saB)(−1)εB +A(s2B), for s2 = sasa, (A.2)
and the identities
sasb = (1/2)εabs2 and sasb = −sbsa = (1/2)δbas2 and sasbsc ≡ 0, (A.3)
with the notation UV ≡ UaV a = −UaVa for pairing up any Sp(2)-vectors Ua , V a , we obtain
sa(F) = sa
[(
sbF
)
λb + 14
(
s2F
)
λ2
]
= sa[(sbF )λb]+ (1/4)sa[(s2F )λ2]
= −(sasbF )λb + (sbF )(saλb)+ (1/4)(s2F )(saλ2)
= −(1/2)(s2F )λa − (sF )(saλ)+ (1/4)(s2F )(saλ2) (A.4)
and
s2(F) = s2
[(
sbF
)
λb + 14
(
s2F
)
λ2
]
= s2[(sbF )λb]+ 14 s2
[(
s2F
)
λ2
]
= 2(sasbF )(saλb)+ (sbF )(s2λb)+ 14
(
s2F
)(
s2λ2
)
= −(s2F )(sλ)− (sF )(s2λ)+ 1
4
(
s2F
)(
s2λ2
)
. (A.5)
Therefore, (1)(2)F is given by
(1)(2)F =
(
sa(2)F
)
λ(1)a + 14
(
s2(2)F
)
λ2(1)
= [−(1/2)(s2F )λa(2) − (sF )(saλ(2))+ (1/4)(s2F )(saλ2(2))]λ(1)a
+ 1
4
[(
s2F
)
(sλ(2))− (sF )
(
s2λ(2)
)+ 1
4
(
s2F
)(
s2λ2(2)
)]
λ2(1)
≡ (saF )ϑ(1,2)a + 14
(
s2F
)
θ(1,2), (A.6)
whence
ϑa(1,2) = −
(
sλa(2)
)
λ(1) + 14
(
s2λa(2)
)
λ2(1), (A.7)
θ(1,2) =
[
2λ(2) −
(
sλ2(2)
)]
λ(1) −
[
(sλ(2))− 14
(
s2λ2(2)
)]
λ2(1). (A.8)
Hence, the commutator of finite variations reads
[(1),(2)]F =
(
saF
)
ϑ[1,2]a + 14
(
s2F
)
θ[1,2]. (A.9)
Finally, using the identity
λ(2)λ(1) − λ(1)λ(2) = λ(2)aλa − λ(1)aλa = λ(2)aλa − λ(2)aλa ≡ 0, (A.10)(1) (2) (1) (1)
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ϑa[1,2] = ϑa(1,2) − ϑa(2,1)
= (sλa(1))λ(2) − (sλa(2))λ(1) − 14
[(
s2λa(1)
)
λ2(2) −
(
s2λa(2)
)
λ2(1)
]
, (A.11)
θ[1,2] = θ(1,2) − θ(2,1) =
[(
sλ2(1)
)
λ(2) −
(
sλ2(2)
)
λ(1)
]+ [(sλ(1))λ2(2) − (sλ(2))λ2(1)]
+ 1
4
[(
s2λ2(2)
)
λ2(1) −
(
s2λ2(1)
)
λ2(2)
]
. (A.12)
In particular, the linear approximation linF = (saF )λa , F = linF +O(λ2), implies (3.13).
Appendix B. Calculation of Jacobians
In this appendix, we present the calculation of the Jacobian (3.14), (3.15), induced in the func-
tional integral (2.21) by the finite BRST–antiBRST transformations (3.7) with an Sp(2)-doublet 
of anticommuting parameters λa , considering the global case, λa = const, and the case of field-
dependent functionals λa(φ) of a special form, λa(φ) = saΛ(φ).
B.1. Constant parameters
Let us assume λa to be constant parameters in (3.7) and consider an even matrix M in (3.15)
with the elements MAB , ε(M
A
B ) = εA + εB ,
MAB =
δ(φA)
δφB
= (Q1)AB +RAB,
with (Q1)AB =
δXAa
δφB
λa(−1)εB and RAB = −
1
2
δYA
δφB
λ2. (B.1)
Notice the fact that Q1 ∼ λa , R ∼ λ2, which, in view of the nilpotency properties λaλ2 = λ4 ≡ 0, 
implies
Str
(
Mn
)= Str(Q1 +R)n =
⎧⎨
⎩
Str(Q1 +R) = Str(R), n = 1,
Str(Q21) = 2Str(R), n = 2,
0, n > 2.
(B.2)
Indeed, due to the relations XAa,A = 0 in (2.17), we have
Str(Q1) = (Q1)AA(−1)εA =
δXAa
δφA
λa = 0. (B.3)
Next, let us examine Str(Q21):
Str
(
Q21
)= (Q21)AA(−1)εA = δXAaδφB λa δX
Bb
δφA
λb(−1)εB = δX
Aa
δφB
δXBb
δφA
λbλa(−1)εA. (B.4)
Differentiating the relation XAa,B X
Bb = εabYA in (2.17) with respect to φA, we find
δ
B
(
δXAa
A
)
XBb(−1)εB + δX
Aa
B
δXBb
A
+ εba δY
A
A
= 0.δφ δφ δφ δφ δφ
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δXAa
δφB
δXBb
δφA
= εab δY
A
δφA
, (B.5)
and therefore
Str
(
Q21
)= εab δYA
δφA
λbλa(−1)εA = −δY
A
δφA
λ2(−1)εA = 2Str(R). (B.6)
Thus, the Jacobian exp() in (3.15) is given by
 = −
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n
Str
(
Mn
)= Str(M)− 1
2
Str
(
M2
)= Str(R)− 1
2
Str
(
Q21
)≡ 0, (B.7)
which proves (3.16).
B.2. Field-dependent parameters
In the case of field-dependent parameters λa(φ) = saΛ(φ) from (3.7), given by an even-valued 
potential Λ(φ), let us consider an even matrix M in (3.15) with the elements MAB ,
MAB ≡
δ(φA)
δφB
= PAB +QAB +RAB, with QAB = (Q1)AB + (Q2)AB, for (B.8)
PAB = XAa
δλa
δφB
, (Q1)
A
B = λa
δXAa
δφB
(−1)εA+1,
(Q2)
A
B = λaYA
δλa
δφB
(−1)εA+1, RAB = −
1
2
λ2
δYA
δφB
. (B.9)
Using the property
Str(AB) = Str(BA), (B.10)
which takes place for any even matrices A, B , and the fact that the occurrence of R ∼ λ2 in 
Str(Mn) more than once yields zero, λ4 ≡ 0, we have
Str
(
Mn
)= Str(P +Q+R)n = 1∑
k=0
CknStr
[
(P +Q)n−kRk],
Ckn =
n!
k!(n− k)! . (B.11)
Furthermore,
Str(P +Q+R)n = Str(P +Q)n + nStr[(P +Q)n−1R]
= Str(P +Q)n + nStr(Pn−1R), (B.12)
since any occurrence of R ∼ λ2 and Q ∼ λa simultaneously entering Str(M)n yields zero, owing 
to λaλ2 = 0, as a consequence of which R can only be coupled with Pn−1.
Having established (B.12), let us examine Str(P n−1R), namely,
Str
(
Pn−1R
)= {Str(R), n = 1, (B.13)
0, n > 1.
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parameter (for details, see (B.34) below), we have
Str
(
Pn−1R
)= f n−2Str(PR), n > 1, (B.14)
Str(PR) = Str(RP ) = (RP )AA(−1)εA = RABPBA (−1)εA
= −1
2
λ2
(
δYA
δφB
XBb
)
δλb
δφA
(−1)εA = 0, (B.15)
since YA,BX
Bb = 0 in (2.17), which implies
Str
(
Mn
)= Str(P +Q)n + nStr(Pn−1R)= {Str(P +Q)+ Str(R), n = 1,
Str(P +Q)n, n > 1, (B.16)
so that R drops out of Str(Mn), n > 1, and enters the Jacobian only as Str(R).
Considering the contribution Str(P +Q)n in (B.16), we notice that an occurrence of Q ∼ λa
more then twice yields zero, λaλbλc ≡ 0. A direct calculation for n = 2, 3 leads to
Str(P +Q)n =
n∑
k=0
CknStr
(
Pn−kQk
)= Str(Pn + nPn−1Q+C2nP n−2Q2). (B.17)
Next, starting from the case n = 4, Str(M4) = Str(P 4 + 4P 3Q + 4P 2Q2 + 2PQPQ), one can 
prove that for any n ≥ 4 we have
Str(P +Q)n = Str(Pn + nPn−1Q+ nPn−2Q2 +KnPn−3QPQ), (B.18)
where the coefficients12 Kn are given by (in particular, n = 4, C24 = 6, K4 = C24 − 4 = 2)
Kn = C2n − n, C2n = n(n− 1)/2 ⇒ Kn = n(n− 3)/2, (B.19)
which implies
C2n
n
− Kn
n
= 1, C
2
n
n
− Kn+1
n+ 1 =
1
2
. (B.20)
The proof of (B.18) goes by induction. To this end, suppose that (as in the case n = 4)
(P +Q)n = Pn +A(1)n (P,Q)+B(2)n (P,Q)+C(2)n (P,Q), where
A(1)n = aklP kQP l, an ≡ ak0 = 1, B(2)n = bklP kQ2P l,
C(2)n = ckmlP kQPmQP l, m ≥ 1 and Str
(
A(1)n
)= nStr(Pn−1Q),
Str
(
B(2)n
)= nStr(Pn−2Q2), Str(C(2)n )= KnStr(Pn−3QPQ). (B.21)
Then, due to the vanishing of the terms containing Q more than twice, we have
(P +Q)n+1 = Pn+1 +A(1)n+1 +B(2)n+1 +C(2)n+1,
for A(1)n+1 = PnQ+A(1)n P, B(2)n+1 +C(2)n+1 = A(1)n Q+B(2)n P +C(2)n P, (B.22)
where
12 The coefficient Kn turns out to be the number of monomials in (P +Q)n for n ≥ 4 that contain two matrices Q and 
cannot be transformed by cyclic permutations under the symbol Str of supertrace to the form Str(P n−2Q2).
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(1)
n+1 = PnQ+ aklP kQP lP ⇒ an+1 = 1, (B.23)
B
(2)
n+1 = ak0P kQ2 +B(2)n P, C(2)n+1 = aklP kQP lQ+C(2)n P, l ≥ 1. (B.24)
Due to the contraction property P 2 = f · P ⇒ P l = f l−1 · P in (B.34), the above implies
Str
(
A
(1)
n+1
)= (n+ 1)Str(PnQ), Str(B(2)n+1)= (n+ 1)Str(PnQ2), (B.25)
Str
(
C
(2)
n+1
)= (n− 1)Str(Pn−2QPQ)+KnStr(Pn−2QPQ). (B.26)
Notice that
Kn + n− 1 = n(n− 3)2 +
2n− 2
2
= (n+ 1)(n− 2)
2
= Kn+1, (B.27)
which proves the induction.
Recall that the Jacobian exp() in (3.15) is given by
 = Str ln(I+M) = −
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n
Str
(
Mn
)
, (B.28)
where, according to the previous considerations,
Str
(
Mn
)= 1∑
k=0
CknStr
(
Pn−kQk
)+Dn, n ≥ 1, (B.29)
for Dn =
⎧⎨
⎩
Str(R), n = 1,
C2nStr(P n−2Q2), n = 2,3,
(C2n −Kn)Str(P n−2Q2)+KnStr(P n−3QPQ), n > 3,
(B.30)
or, in detail,
Str
(
Mn
)=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
Str(P )+ Str(Q)+ Str(R), n = 1,
Str(P n)+C1nStr(P n−1Q)+C2nStr(P n−2Q2), n = 2,3,
Str(P n)+C1nStr(P n−1Q)+ (C2n −Kn)Str(P n−2Q2)
+KnStr(P n−3QPQ), n > 3.
(B.31)
First of all, the calculation of the Jacobian is based on the previously established properties 
(B.6) and (B.3), namely,
Str(Q1) = 0, Str
(
Q21
)= 2Str(R). (B.32)
It has also been established (Appendix B.1) that the quantity Str(R) in (B.16) cancels the con-
tribution Str(Q21) to the Jacobian, where these contributions enter in the first and second orders, 
Str(M1) and Str(M2), respectively, thus summarily producing an identical zero:
Str(R)− (1/2)Str(Q21)≡ 0. (B.33)
Therefore, we can exclude Str(R) and Str(Q21) from further consideration.
Recalling that λa = saΛ, we can deduce the additional properties
P 2 = f · P, QP = (1 + f ) ·Q2, f = −1Str(P ), (B.34)2
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δλb
δφA
XAa = saλb = δabf ⇒ f =
1
2
saλa = −12 s
2Λ. (B.35)
Indeed,
(
P 2
)A
B
= (P )AD(P )DB = XAa
(
δλa
δφD
XDb
)
δλb
δφB
= f · δbaXAa
δλb
δφB
= f · (P )AB,
δλa
δφB
XBb = sbλa = sbsaΛ = δbaf, f = Λ,AYA − (1/2)εabXAaΛ,ABXBb,
f = 1
2
(
δλa
δφA
XAa
)
= −1
2
(P )AA(−1)εA = −
1
2
Str(P ). (B.36)
As a consequence, we have QP = (1 + f ) · Q2, namely, in view of XAa,B XBb = εabYA from 
(2.17),
(QP )AB = QADPDB = (−1)εA+1λa
(
δXAa
δφD
+ YA δλ
a
δφD
)
XDd
δλd
δφB
= (−1)εA+1λa
[
εabYA + YA(sbλa)] δλb
δφB
= (−1)εA+1λa
[
εabYA + εadYAδbdf
] δλb
δφB
= (−1)εA+1λaYA(1 + f ) δλ
a
δφB
= (1 + f )(Q2)AB. (B.37)
Finally,
Str
(
Pn
)= f n−1Str(P ) = −2f n, n ≥ 1,
Str
(
Pn−1Q
)= {Str(Q) = Str(Q2), n = 1,
f n−2Str(PQ) = f n−2Str(QP ) = f n−2(1 + f )Str(Q2), n > 1,
Str
(
Pn−2Q2
)=
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Str(Q2) = Str(2Q1Q2 +Q22), n = 2,
f n−3Str(PQ2) = f n−3Str[Q(QP)]
= f n−3(1 + f )Str[(Q1 +Q2)Q2], n > 2,
Str
(
Pn−3QPQ
)= f n−4Str(PQPQ) = f n−4Str[(QP )(QP)]
= f n−4(1 + f )2Str(Q22), n > 3, (B.38)
where the term Str(Q21) has been omitted according to the previous considerations related to 
(B.33).
We further notice that Str(Q1Q2) ≡ 0. Indeed, due to XAa,B XBb = εabYA and YA,BXBb = 0 in 
(2.17), we have
(Q1Q2)
A
A(−1)εA
= λa δX
Aa
δφB
YB
δλ2
δφA
= 1
2
λa
(
δXAa
δφB
δXBb
δφD
)
XDdεdb
δλ2
δφA
= 1λa
[
δ
D
(
δXAa
B
XBb
)
−
(
δ
D
δXAa
B
)
XBb(−1)εD(εB+1)
]
XDdεdb
δλ2
A2 δφ δφ δφ δφ δφ
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2
λa
[
εab
δYA
δφD
XDd −
(
δ
δφD
δXAa
δφB
)
XBbXDd(−1)εD(εB+1)
]
εdb
δλ2
δφA
= 1
2
(
XBb
δ2XAa
δφDδφB
XDdεdb
)
λa
δλ2
δφA
. (B.39)
Besides,
Str
(
Q22
)= Str2(Q2) ≡ 0. (B.40)
Indeed,
(Q2)
A
A(−1)εA = λaYA
δλa
δφA
, (B.41)
(Q2)
A
B(Q2)
B
A(−1)εA =
(
λaY
B δλ
a
δφB
)(
λbY
A δλ
b
δφA
)
. (B.42)
Therefore,  in the expression (B.28) for the Jacobian exp() has the general structure
 = A(f )+B(f |Q2)+C(f |Q1Q2),
for B(f |Q2) = b1(f )Str(Q2)+ b2(f )Str
(
Q22
)= [b1(f )+ b2(f )Str(Q2)]Str(Q2),
and C(f |Q1Q2) = c(f )Str(Q1Q2). (B.43)
Let us examine A(f ), namely,
A(f ) = −
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n
Str
(
Pn
)= 2 ∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n
f n = −2 ln(1 + f ). (B.44)
Let us examine the explicit structure of the series related to b1(f ): the quantity Str(Q2) de-
rives from Str(P n−1Q) for n ≥ 1 in (B.38), and is coupled with the combinatorial coefficient C1n. 
The part of  containing Str(Q2) is given by
b1(f )Str(Q2) = C11 Str(Q2)−
∞∑
n=2
(−1)n
n
C1nf
n−2(1 + f )Str(Q2), (B.45)
whence
b1(f ) = 1 − (1 + f )
∞∑
m=0
(−1)mf m = 1 − (1 + f )(1 + f )−1 ≡ 0. (B.46)
Let us examine the explicit structure of the series related to b2(f ): the quantity Str2(Q2)
derives from Str(P n−2Q2) for n ≥ 2 in (B.38), coupled with the combinatorial coefficients C2n
for n = 2, 3 and (C2n −Kn) for n > 3, and also derives from Str(P n−3QPQ) for n > 3 in (B.38), 
coupled with the combinatorial coefficients Kn. The part of  containing Str2(Q2) reads
b2(f )Str2(Q2) = − (−1)
2
2
C22Str
2(Q2)− (−1)
3
3
C23(1 + f )Str2(Q2)
−
∞∑
n=4
(−1)n
n
(
C2n −Kn
)
f n−3(1 + f )Str2(Q2)
−
∞∑ (−1)n
n
Knf
n−4(1 + f )2Str2(Q2), (B.47)
n=4
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b2(f ) = −12 + (1 + f )−
∞∑
n=4
(−1)n
n
[(
C2n −Kn
)
f n−3(1 + f )+Knf n−4(1 + f )2
]
= 1
2
+ f − (1 + f )
∞∑
n=4
(−1)n
n
(
C2nf
n−3 +Knf n−4
)
= 1
2
+ f − (1 + f )
[
1
2
−
∞∑
m=1
(−1)m
(
C2m+3
m+ 3 −
Km+4
m+ 4
)
f m
]
. (B.48)
By virtue of (B.20), this implies the vanishing of b2(f ), namely,
b2(f ) = 12f + (1 + f )
∞∑
m=1
(−1)m
(
1
2
)
f m = 1
2
f + 1
2
(1 + f )
∞∑
m=1
(−1)mf m
= 1
2
f + 1
2
(1 + f )[(1 + f )−1 − 1]≡ 0. (B.49)
Let us examine the explicit structure of the series related to c(f ): the quantity Str(Q1Q2)
derives from Str(P n−2Q2) for n ≥ 2 in (B.38), and is coupled with the combinatorial coefficients 
C2n , for n = 2, 3, and C2n −Kn, for n > 3. The part of  containing Str(Q1Q2) is given by
c(f )Str(Q1Q2) = − (−1)
2
2
C22 Str(2Q1Q2)−
(−1)3
3
C23(1 + f )Str(Q1Q2)
−
∞∑
n=4
(−1)n
n
(
C2n −Kn
)
f n−3(1 + f )Str(Q1Q2), (B.50)
whence
c(f ) = −1 + (1 + f )−
∞∑
n=4
(−1)n
n
(
C2n −Kn
)
f n−3(1 + f )
= f − (1 + f )
∞∑
n=4
(−1)n
(
C2n
n
− Kn
n
)
f n−3. (B.51)
By virtue of (B.20), this implies the vanishing of c(f ), namely,
c(f ) = f − (1 + f )
∞∑
n=4
(−1)nf n−3 = f + (1 + f )
∞∑
m=1
(−1)mf m
= f + (1 + f )[(1 + f )−1 − 1]≡ 0. (B.52)
From the vanishing of all the coefficients b1(f ), b2(f ), c(f ), due to (B.46), (B.49), (B.52), we 
conclude that
B(f |Q2) = b1(f )Str(Q2)+ b2(f )Str
(
Q22
)≡ 0 and
C(f |Q1Q2) = c(f )Str(Q1Q2) ≡ 0, (B.53)
and therefore the Jacobian exp() is finally given by
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 = A(f )+B(f |Q2)+C(f |Q1Q2) = A(f )
= −2 ln(1 + f ) for f = −(1/2)s2Λ, (B.54)
which is identical with (3.17).
Appendix C. BRST–antiBRST invariant Yang–Mills action in Rξ -like gauges
In this appendix, we present the details of calculations used in Section 4 to establish a 
correspondence between the gauge-fixing procedures in the Yang–Mills theory described by a 
gauge-fixing function χ(φ) = 0 from the class of Rξ -gauges in the BV formalism [30] and by a 
gauge-fixing functional F in the BRST–antiBRST quantization [15,16].
The Yang–Mills theories belong to the class of irreducible gauge theories of rank 1 with 
a closed algebra, which implies that Mijαβ = 0 in (2.3) and that any solution of the equation 
RiαX
α = 0 has the form Xα = 0. The corresponding space of fields and antifields (φA, φ∗Aa, φ¯)
is given by
φA = (Ai,Bα,Cαa), φ∗Aa = (A∗ia,B∗αa,C∗αab), φ¯ = (A¯i , B¯α, C¯aa), (C.1)
as we take into account (2.1) and the following distribution of the Grassmann parity and ghost 
number:
ε
(
φA
)≡ (εi , εα, εα + 1), gh(φA)= (0,0, (−1)a+1), (C.2)
whereas a solution to the generating equations (2.5) with a vanishing right-hand side can be 
found in the linear form (2.16), S = S0 + φ∗AaXAa + φ¯AYA, obviously satisfying the boundary 
condition S|φ∗=φ¯=0 = S0. Here, the functionals XAa and YA can be chosen as [15]
XAa = (Xia1 ,Xαa2 ,Xαab3 ), YA = (Y i1, Y α2 , Y αa3 ), (C.3)
where
Xia1 = RiαCαa,
Xαa2 = −
1
2
FαγβB
βCγa − 1
12
(−1)εβ (2Fαγβ,jRjρ + FαγσFσβρ)CρbCβaCγcεcb,
Xαab3 = −εabBα −
1
2
(−1)εβF αβγ CγbCβa,
Y i1 = RiαBα +
1
2
(−1)εαRiα,jRjβCβbCαaεab,
Y α2 = 0, Y αa3 = −2Xαa3 . (C.4)
By construction, the functionals XAa = δS/δφ∗Aa and YA = δS/δφ¯A obey the properties 
S0,iXia = 0, XAa,B XBb = εabYA, YB,AXAa = 0. Besides, in Yang–Mills theories the explicit 
form (4.2), (4.3) of the gauge generators Riα and structure coefficients Fγαβ = const is such that 
XAa = (Xia1 , Xαa2 , Xαab3 ) in (C.4) possess the properties XAa,A = 0, so that the entire set of rela-
tions (2.17) is fulfilled, and the solution given by (C.4) satisfies the generating equations (2.5)
identically.
As we keep the following consideration restricted to the case of constant structure coefficients, 
Fαβγ,j = 0, let us choose the gauge-fixing functional F(φ) in the form
F = F(A,C), δ
2F = 0, δ
2F = 0. (C.5)
δAiδAj δCαaδCαa
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SF = S0 + δF
δAi
(
RiαB
α + 1
2
(−1)εαRiα,jRjβCβbCαaεab
)
− 1
2
εab
(
RiαC
αa
) δ2F
δAiδAj
(
R
j
βC
βb
)
+ δF
δCαa
(
FαγβB
βCγa + 1
6
(−1)εβF αγσF σβρCρbCβaCγcεcb
)
− 1
2
εab
(
εacBα + 1
2
(−1)εγ F αγ δCδcCγa
)
× δ
2F
δCαcδCβd
(
εbdBβ + 1
2
(−1)ερF βρσCσdCρb
)
. (C.6)
Using the identity
δF
δAi
RiαB
α + 1
2
(−1)εα εab δF
δAi
Riα,jR
j
βC
βbCαa − 1
2
εab
(
RiαC
αa
) δ2F
δAiδAj
(
R
j
βC
b
)
= χαBα + 12 (−1)
εα
(
χα,iR
i
β
)
CβbCαaεab, for χα ≡ δF
δAi
Riα, (C.7)
we obtain
SF = S0 + δF
δAi
Ai − 1
2
εab
[
δ
δAj
(
δF
δAi
Aia
)]
Ajb + δF
δCαa
Cαa
− 1
2
εabCαac
(
δ
δCβd
δF
δCαc
)
Cβbd , (C.8)
where
Ai ≡ RiαBα, Aia ≡ RiαCαa,
Cαa ≡ FαγβBβCγa +
1
6
(−1)εβF αγσ
(
FσβρC
ρbCβa
)
Cγcεcb,
Cαab ≡ εabBα + 1
2
(−1)εβF αβγ CγbCβa, with ε
(Ai)= ε(Aia)+ 1 = εi,
ε
(Cαab)= ε(Cαa)+ 1 = εα. (C.9)
For Yang–Mills theories, with the classical action S0, gauge generators Riα and structure co-
efficients Fγαβ given by (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), and with the set of fields φA given by (4.4), (4.5), the 
relations (C.8), (C.9) take the form
SF = S0 +
∫
dDx
{
δF
δAmμ
Amμ − 1
2
εab
[
δ
δAnν
(
δF
δAmμ
Amμa
)
Anνb
]}
+
∫
dDx
[
δF
δCma
Cma − 1
2
εabCmac
(
δ
δCnd
δF
δCmc
)
Cnbd
]
, (C.10)
where
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Cma ≡ f mnlBlCna + 1
6
fmnl
(
f lrsCsbCra
)
Cncεcb,
Cmab ≡ εabBm + 1
2
f mnlClbCna, ε
(Amμ )= ε(Amaμ )+ 1 = 0,
ε
(Cma)= ε(Cmab)+ 1 = 1. (C.11)
Choosing the gauge-fixing functional F(A, C) in the quadratic form (4.11) and using the identi-
ties (for arbitrary su(N)-vectors Fm and Gm)
Dmnμ A
nμ = ∂μAmμ,
∫
dDx
(
Dmnμ F
n
)
Gm = −
∫
dDx FmDmnμ G
n, (C.12)
we have
δAF = −α
∫
dDx AmμδA
mμ, (C.13)
δF
δAmμ
Amμ = −α
∫
dDx AmμDmnμ B
n = α
∫
dDx
(
Dnmμ A
mμ
)
Bn
= α
∫
dDx
(
∂μA
mμ
)
Bmn, (C.14)
δF
δAmμ
Amμa = −α
∫
dDx AmμDmnμ C
na = α
∫
dDx
(
∂μA
nμ
)
Cna, (C.15)
whence
δA
(
δF
δAmμ
Amμa
)
= α
∫
dDx
(
∂μδA
mμ
)
Cma = −α
∫
dDx
(
∂μC
ma
)
δAmμ,
∫
dDx
[
δ
δAnν
(
δF
δAmμ
Amμa
)]
Anνb = −α
∫
dDx
(
∂μC
ma
)
DmnμCnb. (C.16)
Next,
δCF = −βεba
∫
dDx CmbδCma ⇒ δF
δCma
= βεabCmb, (C.17)∫
dDx
δF
δCma
Cma = βεab
∫
dDx CmbCma
= βεba
∫
dDx Cma
(
f mnlBlCnb + 1
6
f mnlf lrsCsdCrbCncεcd
)
.
(C.18)
At the same time,
δC
(
δF
δCmc(x)
)
= βεcdδCmd(x) = βεcd
∫
dDy δmnδ(y − x)δCnd(y),
δ
δCnd(y)
(
δF
δCmc(x)
)
= βεcdδmnδ(y − x), (C.19)
whence
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2
εab
∫
dDx dDy Cmac(x) δ
δCnd(y)
(
δF
δCmc(x)
)
Cnbd(y)
= −1
2
εab
∫
dDx dDy Cmac(x)[βεcdδmnδ(y − x)]Cnbd(y)
= −β
2
εabεcd
∫
dDx
(
εacBm + 1
2
f mnlClcCna
)(
εbdBm + 1
2
f mrsCsdCrb
)
. (C.20)
Therefore,∫
dDx
[
δF
δCma
Cma − 1
2
εabCmac δ
δCnd
(
δF
δCmc
)
Cnbd
]
= −βεab
∫
dDx Cma
(
f mnlBlCmb + 1
6
f mnlf lrsCsdCrbCncεcd
)
− β
2
εabεcd
∫
dDx
(
εacBm + 1
2
f mnlClcCna
)(
εbdBm + 1
2
f mrsCsdCrb
)
. (C.21)
Finally,
SF (A,B,C) = S0(A)+ S1(A,B)+ S2(A,C)+ S3(A,B,C), (C.22)
where
S1 = α
∫
dDx
(
∂μAmμ
)
Bm, S2 = α2 εab
∫
dDx
(
∂μCma
)
Dmnμ C
nb,
S3 = −βεab
∫
dDx Cma
(
f mnlBlCmb + 1
6
f mnlf lrsCsdCrbCncεcd
)
− β
2
εabεcd
∫
dDx
(
εacBm + 1
2
f mnlClcCna
)(
εbdBm + 1
2
fmrsCsdCrb
)
. (C.23)
By virtue of the identity f lmnCnbCmaεab ≡ 0, the quantum action (C.22) equals to (4.12).
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